
FEEDBACK & SUMMARY  

 

Until 24 Nov 2006 , we have 22 children  

 

- 18 children are focus and come regularly  

- 4 children are missing at some time & not very focus  

- All boys cannot do in depth research but the girls are quite capable  

- Boys & few girls can take very good photos 

 

 

Feedback from the children ( 20 children ) 

 

Things that I like  

- I like the postcard session ( 18 of them ) 

- I like to take photos ( all of them ) 

 

Things that I’ve learnt during the workshop 

- Adobe Photoshops ( most of the boys & 5 girls can mentioned techniques that 

they have learnt such as cropping, combining photos, add text, change text 

colour, shadow. Meanwhile others girl cannot mentioned clearly.  

- Lamination  

 

Things that i don’t like during the workshop  

- Don’t like when we are at Pejabat Daerah, prefer to be at Pusat Internet.  

 

 

1 mentioned he is very busy  

1 mentioned she is bored because of waiting  

 

Some questioned pop out during the 5 days  

 

- Kakak, aren’t we supposed to do the photoshop by our own?  

- Why I can’t put others colour instead of just black & white? 

- Can I turn my text to be senget a bit?  

 

 

Feedback from the facilitator 

 

Syllabus  

 

- Faci need to have the syllabus of the workshop of the week. KY & faci need to 

be  clear what we want to achieve of the week (make relevant changes 

everyday if necessary; if it’s any changes, meeting should be made before the 

workshop start or even in the middle of the workshop )  

 

- We introduce too many things in the same time.  

       learning how to take good photos - angle, composition, space, focusing 

selecting photo-  content, purpose of the photos 

creative writing-  

Design- layout 

 

Suggestion – when it is about techniques, we should have hands on or 

practical trying session ex: how to focus a picture.  

 

- Give more samples, such as magazine ( layout & space ), some comics- LAT, 

Doreamon ( for the creative writing part )  

 



- The mind map is very good to let the children know clearly what they want, 

and what they think  

 

Timing  

- Not enough time for the children to take photos & reshoot ( need to 

reschedule  ) 

 

Suggestion – instead of 5 comes in a session ( 1 hour ) will try to break them 

into 2-3 half an hour 

  

- Too many things in the same time make us have to used more time to 

concentrate on each child.  

- Every child has to go through KY from text, layout & designing photos.   

- Must assign Time keeper ( esp children’s & faci  lunch time, children not 

waiting at pusat internet/pejabat daerah )  

 

Creative  

 

- We worry that restrictions of using only 1 type face & 2 colours ( black & 

white ) will block the children creativity. From their feedback, the 2 things 

that they like are both handled by themselves and faci are not with them when 

they were doing the 2 activities.  

 

Suggestion – introduce 5 type face & 5 colours, let them choose.  

 

- Faci helped to do all the photoshops, but some of them able to handle it.   

 

Suggestion – let those who can handle photoshop to design their own photos, 

let the faci check after they finish.  

 

 

Facilitation 

 

- We doubted tat whether we were imposing a lot of our ideas into theirs. Such 

as when we ask questions but the child didn’t answer, we keen to give 

suggestions and end up they chose one of the way that we suggested.  

 

 

 

Energy  

 

- Children attention dropped drastically from 3-5pm ( too long ) from our 

observation, it’s too many of talking when we’re at Pejabat Daerah  

 

Suggestion - Shall we play more games before any discussion or doing the  

mind map so that they are more fresh?  

 

 

Esthetic 

- Children’ work or adults’ ?  

- We are thinking of to what extend we should or should not compromise with 

the kids asthetic value.  Most of us found the kids have greater satisfaction for 

their Balik Pulau Postcard but least for the sculptures, merely is bcos they 

themselves produced the Balik Pulau Postcard with their own design using 

photoshop 

- We thought that the children will remain originally what they do, only when 

the exhibition the graphic designer will make it viewable to public.  



 

 

Evaluation  

- the 1
st
 evaluation did on Thursday in big group, but doesn’t really work as not 

all speak out. 

 

Suggestion – make them do individual evaluation, write on paper or draw 


